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Economic growth note: as previously indicated, 2021 is now likely to see an economic
growth outcome of 3.9% y/y, as the quickening in global growth and the commodity
boom see positive, knock on effects for SA
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•

Incoming data indicates 2021 will likely see an economic outcome somewhat higher, at
3.9% y/y, than the previously expected (3.2% y/y) as global recovery and the marked
strength of commodity prices benefits SA’s exports, with other areas in SA’s GDP also
gaining traction.

•

The global recovery has spurred rapid growth in commodity prices, both on expectations
of future demand, and on strengthening industrial activity, as many PMIs approach or
exceed previous highs globally, although there is also significant evidence of stronger cost
pressures.

•

The Eurozone manufacturing PMI is at a high (data since 1997) with Italy, the
Netherlands, Ireland and Austria specifically at highs, and Spain, Greece and Italy nearing
their previous strongest performances, evidencing increasing demand, positive for
commodities’ prices.

•

UK manufacturing PMI, also at a record high yesterday, saw the IHS Markit/CIPS highlight
that “new orders rose at the quickest pace in the near three decade survey history” with
“reports of stronger demand from the EU, the US and China”.

•

However, “backlogs of work … (are) rising to the greatest extent in the survey history”,
while in Germany its manufacturing sector is being constrained by “worsening supply
chain disruption” while “delays in the receipt of inputs reached a new record high”.

•

“Surveyed business continued to report increased demand both domestically and abroad,
though at the same time there were several mentions of shortage-related downtime at
customers weighing on intakes of new work” (IHS Markit/BME German manufacturing
PMI).
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•

Indeed, such has been the ascent in demand, evidenced by new orders, that supply chains
have not been able to keep pace, but this does show continued support for commodity
prices, positive for SA along with the severe strengthening in global demand.

•

Australia’s manufacturing PMI (from IHS Markit) also at a record level, again showed
“(s)trong demand, supported by foreign customers” which also “encouraged firms to
expand output further and sustain hiring at a record pace”.

•

While we revised up our 2021 SA GDP forecasts to 3.9% y/y (and the Bloomberg
consensus is close at 3.8% y/y), there could be some further upside risk to our view, given
the strength of the PMI figures flooding in today globally, and the improving pace of global
vaccines.

Please scroll down to the second section below
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•

The recent Flash US Composite PMI, also at a high in May, shows “manufacturers
registered the fastest rise in work-in hand on record amid raw material shortages”. These
outcomes are all supportive of a continuation in the commodity boom.

•

We continue to believe that the pace of increase in commodity prices in the remainder of
this year will be well below the acceleration experienced in the second half of last year,
but also that further modest increase could occur and that levels will remain supported.

•

While China has attempted to talk prices down, this is unlikely to be enough to kill off the
commodity boom, with the world’s second largest economy seeing price pressures
negatively impacting profitability, and has seen a crack down on its own internal price
speculation.

•

However, with commodity prices determined in global markets this has not been an
impediment. The supply chain disruptions from COVID-19 impeding activity, and
contributing to sharp price increases, are expected to work out over the next twelve
months.

•

Adding to the slew of recent PMI data, SA saw the release of its ABSA/BER PMI index,
which showed material expansion in the manufacturing industry in May, indicating the
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likelihood of a Q2.21 expansion in manufacturing production, and supportive of overall
GDP 2021 growth.
•

In particular, there was some evidence of a lift in domestic demand for locally
manufactured goods, with new sales orders rising robustly, along with business activity
and inventories. The PMI price index however was at very high levels, which will feed
through to the PPI.

•

The domestic PMI further showed “(w)hile current business conditions improved in May,
purchasing managers turned slightly less optimistic about the trading environment going
forward”, although expectations on future conditions deteriorated as the third wave grows.

•

Domestic economic growth will continue to depend heavily on the degree of lockdowns
on economic activity this year, as will global economic recovery, with vaccine rollout
quickening in SA recently but still likely insufficient to cover two thirds of the population by
year end.

•

For the longer term, we continue to forecast a structural reform led recovery in SA’s
economy that will improve exposure to global growth, including substantially increasing
electricity supply, sharply reducing the regulatory burden and strengthening transport
systems.
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